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Abstract
The process of e-rulemaking with participation from the public involves a nontrivial task of sorting through and organizing a massive volume of electronically
submitted comments. This research proposes to make use of available Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) to help describe the relationship of public comments
to policy drafts and deliberations. Based on previous work on regulatory management
and comparisons, a relatedness analysis tool has been prototyped and applied to compare
drafted regulations with the associated public comments. An example using a drafted
regulation on rights-of-way access and the comments received by the Access Board is
employed to illustrate the prototyped analysis tool. The drafted regulation and public
comments are first converted into XML format, which is well suited for handling semistructured data such as legal documents. Feature extraction is performed to identify
important domain knowledge. The resulting XML versions of the drafted regulation and
public comments are compared using not only a traditional term match but also a
combination of feature matches, and not only content comparison but also structural
analysis.

This comparison framework helps review of comments with respect to

provisions in the draft. Examples of results are shown to illustrate the use and limitations
of ICT to support policy making.
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1. Introduction
The making of government regulations represents an important communication
between the government and citizens. During the process of rulemaking, government
agencies are required to inform and to invite the public to review proposed rules.
Interested and affected citizens then submit comments accordingly.

E-rulemaking

redefines this process of rule drafting and commenting to involve the public more
effectively in the making of regulations. Electronic media, such as the Internet, provide a
better environment for the public to comment on proposed rules and regulations. For
instance, email has become a popular communication channel for comment submission.
Based on the review of public comments received in part from the electronic agora,
government agencies revise the proposed rules.
The process of e-rulemaking generates a large number of public comments that
need to be reviewed and analyzed along with the drafted rules. With the increased
connectivity provided by the Internet, government agencies are required to handle a
growing amount of data from the public. For example, the Federal Register documented
a recent case where the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau received over
14,000 comments in 7 months, the majority of which were emails, on a flavored malt
beverages proposal. The call for public comments included the following statement: “All
comments posted on our Web site will show the name of the commenter but will not
show street addresses, telephone numbers, or e-mail addresses.” However, due to the
“unusually large number of comments received,” the Bureau later announced that it was
difficult to remove all street addresses, telephone numbers and email addresses “in a
timely manner.” Instead, concerned individuals were asked to submit a request for
removal of address information as opposed to the original statement posted in the call for
comments. As such, an “effortless” electronic comment submission process turned into a
huge data processing problem for this government agency.
As noted by Coglianese, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) can
potentially help streamline the development of regulatory policy in several new
directions. One suggestion is to integrate rules with other laws, such as using ICT to
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“link all the traces of a rule’s history, both back to the underlying statute and back to past
or related rules, facilitating improved understanding of legal requirements.”1 Previous
work has shown that such an application of ICT is indeed possible. A framework for
comparisons between regulatory documents from multiple sources has been developed,
with successful examples of related provisions automatically linked.2 Based on the
developed framework, this paper demonstrates another ICT application to support
rulemaking.
This paper first discusses the technology behind a demonstrative relatedness
analysis system that compares government regulations from different sources. We then
show the application of this system to e-rulemaking to compare drafted regulations with
associated public comments. We demonstrate the automated sorting of public comments
with respect to drafted rules with which interested users can review related rules and
comments. Rule makers also can use this tool to locate relevant public comments among
thousands received. Several examples of results obtained using this tool will be shown to
illustrate potential improvements as well as limitations of the use of ICT in this
rulemaking scenario. Finally, observations drawn from this prototype application of
comparisons between drafted rules and public comments are presented.
Apart from the application of a relatedness analysis system on e-rulemaking, there
are many research works that focus on other aspects of ICT application on the making of
law.

For instance, Kerrigan developed an information infrastructure to promote

regulatory compliance, which could potentially help users to reflect on the feasibility of
different rules.3

Gardner addressed the open texture problem or, in other words,
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incomplete definition of many legal predicates of the law.4 It is suggested that “framers
of legal rules have often abandoned clear directives in favor of open textured rules.”5
Conceivably, Gardner’s development could help rule makers detect intentional or
unintentional open textured rules during the process of rulemaking. Many others have
attempted the application of artificial intelligence (AI), and in particular knowledgebased systems, to the law6. As such, the emergence of e-rulemaking coupled with the
growing power of computers provides a very rich platform for research.

2. Automated Sorting of Public Comments with Respect to Drafted Rules
A relatedness analysis system previously developed for regulatory comparison is
enhanced to help screen and filter public comments. By comparing a set of drafted rules
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with the associated public comments using the relatedness analysis system, the public
comments are automatically sorted with respect to related provisions in the draft. The
source of data is from the US Access Board, which released a newly drafted chapter for
the ADAAG,8 titled “Guidelines on Accessible Public Rights-of-Way.”9 This draft is less
than 15 pages long. Over a period of four months, the Board received over 1,400 public
comments representing around 10 megabytes of data, where some comments are longer
than the original draft. To facilitate understanding of the comments with reference to the
draft, a relatedness analysis is performed on the draft chapter and the comments. In this
section, we discuss the technology behind this automated sorting of comments, followed
by an illustration of the use of this framework.
Relatedness analysis among regulations and supplementary documents should
desirably identify elements in documents that are alike and/or connected by a
discoverable relation.

To locate related material among regulations and public

comments, we use certain characteristics of regulations that add knowledge to the
comparison. In particular, most regulations or drafted rules are domain-specific, focusing
on a narrowly-defined issue or area of interest. The drafted chapter from the Access
Board is an example that focuses exclusively on accessible public rights-of-way.
Another property of regulations is their natural hierarchical organization and referential
structure. Provisions are structured in a parent-child relationship to reflect contextual
coherences. Provisions are also heavily referenced and linked to one another. Thus, the
computational properties of regulations, defined as the regulatory structure and any
available domain knowledge, can be utilized in the comparisons between the drafted rules
and public comments.
The first stage of a relatedness analysis is document parsing. The drafted rules
and the public comments are compiled in the same machine-understandable format
before an analysis is performed. The Access Board posted both the drafted chapter and
the comments in free-form HyperText Markup Language (HTML). However, HTML is
not suited for representing domain knowledge and organizational structure of regulations,
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both of which are important elements in a relatedness analysis. For this task, we use the
eXtensible Markup Language, XML, as the representation format.
To convert HTML documents into XML, a parser is developed to encapsulate
each provision or comment as a single XML element. The collective set of 1,400 public
comments is parsed as one XML document containing 1,400 elements, each
corresponding to a single comment. The parser also recreates the structure of the drafted
chapter automatically through pattern matching. For instance, Section 1109.2 from the
draft is created as a child XML element of Section 1109. References are automatically
extracted as well.

Public comments possess no specific structure that needs to be

extracted. Figure 1 shows an excerpt from the XML version of the draft that illustrates
the XML elements and the structure.

By using this parser, we obtain two XML

documents, one representing the drafted chapter and one representing the set of public
comments.
<regulation id="rights-of-way draft">
<regElement id="adaag.1101" name="Application and Administration">
…
<regElement id="adaag.1109" name="On-Street Parking">
<regElement id="adaag.1109.1" name="General">
<regText> Car and van on-street parking spaces shall comply with 1109.
</regText>
</regElement>
<regElement id="adaag.1109.2" name="Parallel Parking Spaces">
<regText>
An access aisle at least 60 inches (1525 mm) wide shall be provided at street
level the full length of the parking space. The access aisle shall connect to a
pedestrian access route serving the space. The access aisle shall not encroach
on the vehicular travel lane.
EXCEPTION: An access aisle is not required where the width of the sidewalk
between the extension of the normal curb and boundary of the public right-ofway is less than 14 feet (4270 mm). When an access aisle is not provided, the
parking space shall be located at the end of the block face.
</regText>
</regElement>
<regElement id="adaag.1109.3" name="Perpendicular or Angled Parking Spaces">
…
<regElement id="adaag.1109.4" name="Curb Ramps or Blended Transition">
…
</regElement>
</regulation>
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Figure 1: Drafted regulation in XML format
The next step in document preparation is feature extraction. Feature extraction is
a form of pre-processing, for example, combining input variables to form a new variable.
Features often are constructed by hand, based on some understanding of the particular
problem being tackled.7 In our framework, important features representing available
domain knowledge are extracted and incorporated into the XML documents. Examples
include concepts, measurements, and definitions. Feature extraction is performed semiautomatically using a combination of handcrafted rules and text mining techniques.8
Once the two XML documents are refined with the extracted features, they can be
compared using the relatedness analysis framework.
The relatedness analysis framework compares each XML element from one
document with each XML element from another document. In the example case, each
provision from the drafted chapter is compared with each of the 1,400 public comments.
To compare provisions with comments, a similarity score is computed per pairs of
provisions and comments based on the computational properties, including feature
matching and structural matching as defined earlier. Here, the basic procedure for the
relatedness analysis is discussed.9
We define feature matching as the computation of relatedness between two
elements, based on their shared features using the vector model.10 A vector representing
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different features is developed for each element of comparison, and the relatedness
between two elements is defined to be the cosine distance between two vectors. We
employ a vector space transformation,11 i.e., a mapping onto an alternate space prior to a
cosine computation between two vectors, to incorporate available domain knowledge into
the analysis. The importance of domain knowledge can be illustrated with an example.
In the area of accessibility, a domain expert clarified that “[t]he terms ‘lift’ and ‘elevator’
although synonymous in definition in normal English usage have evolved into specific
references in North America.”12 It is clear that domain knowledge is not replaceable by
common sense or dictionary knowledge. Therefore, feature matching between two XML
elements reflects how much resemblance can be inferred between the pair of elements
based on their shared features, such as domain knowledge.
Apart from feature comparisons, structural matching aims to reveal hidden
similarities that are embedded in the organizational structure of regulations.

The

hierarchical and referential structures of regulations are incorporated into the relatedness
analysis.

Neighboring provisions are compared to identify similarities that are not

apparent through a direct element-to-element comparison. Referenced provisions can be
compared using an analogous approach, similar to citation and link analysis.13 Together,
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feature comparisons, hierarchical, and referential structure matching define the basis of
our relatedness analysis for regulations.
The results of a relatedness analysis are related pairs between the provision from
the draft and individual comments. Figure 2 shows the developed framework where
users are given an overview of the draft along with related comments.

Industry

designers, planners, policy makers, as well as interested and affected individuals are
potential users who can benefit from the exploration of relevant provisions and comments
provided by this framework.

1105.4

[6]

Content of
Section 1105.4

6 Related Public Comments

Figure 2: Comparisons of drafted rules with public comments in e-rulemaking
As shown in Figure 2, the drafted regulation appears in its natural tree structure
with each node representing sections in the draft. Next to the section number on the
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node, for example, Section 1105.4 is a bracketed number that shows the number of
related public comments identified. Users can follow the link to view the content of the
selected section in addition to its retrieved relevant public comments. This prototype
demonstrates how a regulatory comparison system can help improve the e-rulemaking
process where one needs to review drafted rules based on a large pool of public
comments.
3. Results and Observations
Several interesting results illustrate the potential impact as well as limitations of
the use of a comparison framework on rulemaking. Figure 3 shows a typical pair
consisting of drafted section and its identified related public comment. Section 1105.4.1
in the draft discusses situations in which “signal timing is inadequate for full crossing of
traffic lanes.” Indeed, one of the reviewers complained about the same situation, where
in the reviewer’s own words, “walk lights that are so short in duration” should be
investigated. (See Figure 3). This example illustrates that our system correctly retrieves
related pairs of drafted section and public comment, which aids user understanding of the
draft. Another observation from this example is that a full content comparison between
provisions and comments is necessary, because title phrases, such as “length” in this case,
are not always illustrative of the content. Automation is needed as it would otherwise
require a lot of human effort to perform a full content comparison for the large number of
comments.
A different type of comment screening is shown in Figure 4. It is an even more
interesting result in which a particular piece of public comment is not latched with any
drafted section. Indeed, this reviewer’s opinion is not shared by the draft. This reviewer
commented on how a visually impaired person should practice “modern blindness skills
from a good teacher” instead of relying on government installed electronic devices on
streets to help. This opinion is not represented in the drafted document from the Access
Board, which explains why this comment is not related to any provision according to the
relatedness analysis system. As shown in the two examples, by segmenting the pool of
comments according to their relevance to individual provisions, our system can
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potentially save rule makers a significant amount of time reviewing public comments in
regard to different provisions of the drafted regulations.

ADAAG Chapter 11 Rights-of-way Draft
Section 1105.4.1: Length
Where signal timing is inadequate for full crossing of all traffic lanes or where
the crossing is not signalized, cut-through medians and pedestrian refuge islands shall
be 72 inches (1830 mm) minimum in length in the direction of pedestrian travel.
Public Comment
Deborah Wood, October 29, 2002
I am a member of The American Council of the Blind. I am writing to express my
desire for the use of audible pedestrian traffic signals to become common practice.
Traffic is becoming more and more complex, and many traffic signals are set up for
the benefit of drivers rather than of pedestrians. This often means walk lights that
are so short in duration that by the time a person who is blind realizes they have the
light, the light has changed or is about to change, and they must wait for the next walk
light. this situation can repeat itself again and again at such an intersection, which can
make crossing such streets difficult, if not impossible. I was recently hit by a car …
I am Deborah Wood. My address is 1[...].
Thank you for your consideration.
Deborah Wood.

Figure 3: Related drafted rule and public comment
The provision and its related comment shown in Figure 5 suggests that a comparison
between drafted provisions and comments is indeed the right approach. This commenter
started by citing Section 1109.2 in the draft, followed by a list of suggestions and
questions about Section 1109.2. Our system gathered the relatedness between Section
1109.2 and this comment through different features, such as the shared phrases. This
piece of comment is a representative example of a lot of comments that are written
similarly: comments that are concerned about a single provision in the draft. Thus, a
comparison between drafted provisions and comments is important to help users focus on
the comments that are most closely related to each provision.
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ADAAG Chapter 11 Rights-of-way Draft
[None Retrieved]
No relevant provision identified
Public Comment
Donna Ring, September 6, 2002
If you become blind, no amount of electronics on your body or in the environment will
make you safe and give back to you your freedom of movement. You have to learn
modern blindness skills from a good teacher. You have to practice your new skills.
Poor teaching cannot be solved by adding beeping lights to every big Street corner!
… If you want blind people to be “safe” then pray we get better teachers of cane
travel.
I am utterly opposed to mandating beeping lights in every city. That is way too much
money to spend on an unproven idea that is not even needed.
Donna Ring

Figure 4: A piece of public comment not related to the draft
Based on the observation made from the example shown in Figure 5, there seems
to be room for improvement for an e-rulemaking portal. The public might find it helpful
to submit comments on a per provision basis, in addition to a per draft basis. With the
available technology, it should be possible to develop an online submission system that
allows for both types of comment submission. It saves participants the time it would take
to paraphrase or cite the provision concerned.

It also saves rule makers the time

necessary to locate related comments either through human effort or by using an
automated system. Comments submitted on a per draft basis can still be analyzed and
compared with the entire draft to identify any relevant provisions. On a side note, this
commenter also suggested that it is important to forward the comment to the right person.
An extension of this relatedness analysis framework could be developed to inform
automatically any assigned personnel in charge of reviewing the provision within
government agencies.
Apart from correctly identifying comments that are related to different provisions,
limitations of our system have also been observed. Section 1109.2 is related to another
12

comment as shown in Figure 6. The relatedness is revealed through the shared features
between Section 1109.2 and the comment, which includes a direct quotation and revision
of Section 1109.2.

The identified relatedness is correct; however, suggested

modifications and revisions of provisions cannot be detected automatically. In essence,
our current system is able to uncover the relatedness but not the revised version of
provisions embedded in the comments. To locate precisely the revisions suggested in the
comments, one can potentially perform linguistic analysis to compute differences
between the drafted version and the suggested version.

This is assuming that the

suggested revision does not differ significantly from the draft such that patterns can still
be matched.
Finally, Figure 7 shows a piece of public comment that is not identified as
relevant to any provision in the draft. This reviewer commented on the general direction
and intent of the draft, which explains why our system failed to sort this comment into
any provision. Furthermore, this particular result suggests that a comparison between
provisions and comments might not be enough.

One could use the same analysis

framework to compare comments with one another. For instance, this reviewer supported
the positions of the American Council of the Blind (ACB) and the Washington Council of
the Blind (WCB). While our system failed to associate this comment with any provision,
comments submitted by ACB and WCB might give a clue to where this comment should
belong. Essentially, clustering of comments alone could be as handy as the illustrated
clustering of comments and provisions.

ADAAG Chapter 11 Rights-of-way Draft
1109.2 Parallel Parking Spaces
An access aisle at least 60 inches (1525 mm) wide shall be provided at street level the
full length of the parking space. The access aisle shall connect to a pedestrian access
route serving the space. The access aisle shall not encroach on the vehicular travel
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lane.
EXCEPTION: An access aisle is not required where the width of the sidewalk between
the extension of the normal curb and boundary of the public right-of-way is less than
14 feet (4270 mm). When an access aisle is not provided, the parking space shall be
located at the end of the block face.
Public Comment
Norman Baculinao, P.E., PTOE, August 26, 2002
1109.2 Parallel Parking Spaces. An access aisle at least 60 inches (1525 mm) wide
shall be provided at street level the full length of the parking space. The access aisle
shall connect to a pedestrian access route serving the space. The access aisle shall
not encroach on the vehicular travel lane.
EXCEPTION: An access aisle is not required where the width of the sidewalk between
the extension of the normal curb and boundary of the public right-of-way is less than
14 feet (4270 mm). When an access aisle is not provided, the parking space shall be
located at the end of the block face.
---------------------------1. This section needs to be clarified, i.e., where is the access isle located? that is, “will
it be on the driver side or passenger side?”
2. The following is more of a question/concern about this requirement:
In downtown areas where parking is premium, this requirement will make it very
difficult …
3. The requirement for the exception is install the parking stall at the end of the block
…
I would really appreciate, if you could forward this comments to the right
individual and hopefully get a response back. Please feel free to call me for any
clarifications regarding this comments.
Sincerely,
Norman Baculinao, P.E., PTOE
Traffic Engineering Manager
Department of Transportation, City of Pasadena

Figure 5: Comment intended for a single provision only

ADAAG Chapter 11 Rights-of-way Draft
1109.2 Parallel Parking Spaces
An access aisle at least 60 inches (1525 mm) wide shall be provided at street level the
full length of the parking space. The access aisle shall connect to a pedestrian access
route serving the space. The access aisle shall not encroach on the vehicular travel
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lane.
EXCEPTION: An access aisle is not required where the width of the sidewalk between
the extension of the normal curb and boundary of the public right-of-way is less than
14 feet (4270 mm). When an access aisle is not provided, the parking space shall be
located at the end of the block face.
Public Comment
Bruce E. Taylor, P.E., October 25, 2002
Re: Request for Comments on the Draft Guidelines for Accessible Public Rights-ofWay.
The Oklahoma Department of Transportation has reviewed the proposed draft
guidelines for …
Further, Section 1109.2, Parallel Parking Spaces, states;
An access aisle at least 60 inches (1525 mm) wide shall be provided at street level the
full length of the parking space. The access aisle shall connect to a pedestrian access
route serving the space. The access aisle shall not encroach on the vehicular travel
lane. EXCEPTION: An access aisle is not required where the width of the sidewalk
between the extension of the normal curb and boundary of the public right-of-way is
less than 14 feet (4270 mm). When an access aisle is not provided, the parking space
shall be located at the end of the block face.
Flexibility should be afforded the Engineer to allow off-street accessible parking,
where available, in a reduced vehicular environment common to most minor streets
adjoining heavily traveled thoroughfares. The Department would propose that the
requirements of Section 1104.12 requiring one compliant parking space per block
face, be removed, and Section 1109.2 be revised to read;
An access aisle at least 60 inches (1525 mm) wide shall be provided at street level the
full length of the parking space. The access aisle shall connect to a pedestrian access
route serving the space. The access aisle shall not encroach on the vehicular travel
lane. EXCEPTION: An access aisle is not required where the width of the sidewalk
between the extension of the normal curb and boundary of the public right-of-way is
less than 14 feet (4270 mm). When an access aisle is not provided, the parking space
shall be located at the end of the block face or on adjacent connecting streets.
The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Draft Guidelines for
Public Access. Should you have questions or comments, please advise.
Sincerely,
Bruce E. Taylor, P .E.
Chief Engineer
Oklahoma Department of Transportation

Figure 6: Suggested revision of provision in comment
ADAAG Chapter 11 Rights-of-way Draft
[None retrieved]
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No relevant provision identified
Public Comment
Douglas L. Hildie, September 13, 2002
I am responding to a request from a fellow member of the blind community in this
nation. She, and I, are members of the American Council of the Blind (ACB), its state
affiliate the Washington Council of the Blind (WCB), and local chapters in our
communities. I support the positions of ACB, WCB, and many people who are
blind that, failure of national, regional, and local government to provide for the require
and implement rational policies and practices resulting in the installation of tactile
warnings and audible pedestrian signals at intersections would be unjustified and
unjustifiable.
… It is obvious, I believe, that blind people are not “all the same”, any more than any
group of individuals is “all the same”. It is true for “sighted people”, and for “blind
people”, that some will have varying degrees of functional ability. But, contrary to the
ideological perspective being foisted upon the public at large by a foolish few in the
broader community of blind persons, people who are blind cannot do everything …
Douglas L. Hildie

Figure 7: Comment on the general direction of draft
4. Conclusions
E-rulemaking defines the process with which electronic media are used to aid
traditional rulemaking. In particular, government agencies are required to invite public
comment for newly drafted rules.

Electronic media provide an easy-to-access

environment for the public to submit comments. On the other hand, an increasingly
unmanageable amount of electronic data, in the form of public comments, can be easily
created. There is a need for an analysis tool to help rule makers and interested and
affected individuals review drafted rules along with the received public comments.
We applied a relatedness analysis framework that compared drafted regulations
and public comments to illustrate the use of ICT on rulemaking. An automated sorting of
public comments with respect to provisions in drafted rules was performed. Drafted
regulations and public comments were first parsed into a consolidated XML format. We
extracted relevant features, such as key concepts that represent domain knowledge, from
the XML documents. Parent-child and referential structures were also extracted. We
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then performed a relatedness analysis based on the computational properties of the
documents, namely domain knowledge and structures.
The most challenging task was the development of a comparison algorithm that
accounts for the computational properties of regulatory documents. To illustrate the
usage of these computational properties in comparison, we showed several examples of
results using this system. There were pairs of provision and comment that were correctly
identified as related to one another. Limitations were observed, in which comments that
dealt with the general intent of the drafted rules were difficult to match. It is conceivable
that more pairs of “related” provisions and comments can be retrieved by relaxing the
matching algorithm, such as lowering the threshold similarity score. However, this can
lead to an overwhelming number of “related” matches, which might not aid in the
understanding of the draft and associated public comments as intended.
Potential future research directions include automated forwarding of comments to
corresponding personnel in agencies, as well as automated clustering of comments.
Linguistic analysis could help identify suggested provision revisions embedded in
comments.

An online comment submission portal, allowing for commenting per

provision in addition to the existing per draft basis, could be valuable. Other applications
of ICT on e-rulemaking, such as a compliance assistance system as mentioned in the
introduction section, may also open routes for future research.
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